NOTES:

A. VISIT GCPAT.COM FOR THE MOST CURRENT DETAILS, INSTALLATION VIDEO AND PRODUCT DATA SHEETS
B. RIPCORD® CAN BE REMOVED FROM VYCOR PLUS FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION AND FUTURE TIE-INS
C. IF APPLICABLE, REMOVE WEATHER RESISTIVE BARRIER FROM TOP OF WINDOW SILL PLATE
D. INSTALL SILL FLASHING AS SHOWN ABOVE
E. INSTALL VYCOR PLUS AROUND REMAINING WINDOW UNIT PER GCP APPLIED TECHNOLOGIES WINDOW DETAILS (VCRDET-100 TO 111)
F. CHECK LOCAL BUILDING CODES FOR WEATHER RESISTIVE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AND INSTALL VYCOR PLUS WITH WEATHER RESISTIVE BARRIER TO FORM WATER-SHEDDING LAPS
G. A BACK DAM CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED USING A WOODEN Furring STRIP, AS ILLUSTRATED ABOVE, OR BY FOLDING THE VYCOR PLUS ADHESIVE LAYER ONTO ITSELF
H. OPTION-C: INSTALL WOODEN FURING STRIP ON TOP OF WOODEN SIDING PRIOR TO VYCOR PLUS
I. FOR SILL PAN DEPTHS GREATER THAN 6 INCHES, A SLOPED SILL IS REQUIRED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM E 2112
J. DETAIL ALSO RELEVANT FOR VYCOR V40 AND VYCOR BUTYL